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Basic information

Faculty name: Faculty of Horticulture

Major name: Sustainable Horticulture

Level of study: second cycle (post bachelor's degree)

Profile of study: General academic

Form of study: full-time studies

Duration of studies (number of
semesters): 4

Number of ECTS required to complete the
studies: 120

The number of ECTS points a student
obtains during classes conducted with
the direct participation of academic
teachers or other persons conducting
classes:

60

Professional title awarded to graduates: magister

ISCED code: 0812

Language of study: english

Assigning the major to the fields and disciplines to which the learning outcomes relate

Agriculture and horticulture 100%
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Major characteristics

Major characteristics

Studia drugiego stopnia na kierunku Sustainable Horticulture/zrównoważone ogrodnictwo są rozszerzeniem i uzupełnieniem
wiedzy studiów ogrodniczych i  pokrewnych pierwszego stopnia,  realizowanych na uczelniach zagranicznych i  polskich,
trwających 6 semestrów, kończących się minimum stopniem Barchelor/Licencjat.
Absolwenci kierunków przyrodniczych, rozumianych w szerokim ujęciu, tj. biologia, ochrona środowiska, leśnictwo, rolnictwo,
ogrodnictwo i pokrewnych, będą mogli zapoznać się z tematyką nauk ogrodniczych dzięki temu, że w konstrukcji programu
studiów w zakresie przedmiotów obowiązkowych ulokowano treści systematyzujące wiedzę z zakresu nauk ogrodniczych,
które są realizowane w trakcie trzech pierwszych semestrów.
W szczególności  semestr pierwszy  pozwala studentom zapoznać się  z  wszechstronnością  zastosowań wyników prac
naukowych  w  zakresie  nauk  ogrodniczych,  m.  in.  w  uprawie,  pielęgnowaniu,  dbałości  o  dobrostan  i  produkcji  roślin
ogrodniczych,  wpływu tej  produkcji  na  środowisko.  Treści  poszczególnych  modułów pozwalają  studentom w szerokim
zakresie zapoznać się z różnorodnością badań realizowanych w naukach ogrodniczych oraz wynikami tych badań w zakresie
naukowym oraz aplikacyjnym - wdrożeniowym. Niezwykle ważnym elementem programu studiów pierwszego semestru jest
przybliżenie studentom problematyki zrównoważonego rozwoju w aspekcie nauk ogrodniczych, roli nauk ogrodniczych w
kształtowaniu prośrodowyskowych postaw CSR - ESG i oddziaływania nauk ogrodniczych na politykę ochrony środowiska i
niwelowanie  skutków  degradacji  środowiska.  Treści  te  są  realizowane  w  zakresie  definicyjnym  w  module  Impact  of
environmental  degrdation  and  climate  changes  on  sustainable  horticulture/Wpływ  degradacji  środowiska  i  zmien
klimatycznych na zrównoważone ogrodnictwo  oraz w zakresie pogłębionym w poszczególnych modułach w pierwszym
semestrze, jak również w pozostałych semestrach.
W czasie drugiego semestru student zapoznaje się z problematyką związaną z produkcją ogrodniczą. Ogrodnictwo XXI
wieku  to  odpowiedź  na  wyzwania,  jakie  stawia  przed  człowiekiem rosnąca  liczba  ludzi  i  wiążące  się  z  tym rosnące
zapotrzebowanie na żywność, której postać,  ze względów na postępujące negatywne zmiany środowiska i klimatu, ulega
zmianie w kierunku rosnącego udziału w diecie produktów roślinnych. Z tego powodu tak duży nacisk położono w modułach
drugiego semestru na zrównoważoną środowiskowo produkcję ogrodniczą.
W czasie trzeciego semestru student zapoznaje się z konrolą i wpływem na jakość produktu ogrodniczego. Intensyfikacja
produkcji ogrodniczej musi się wiązać z wysoką jakością produktu. Dlatego trzeci semestr studiów na kierunku Sustainable
Horticulture/Zrównoważone  ogrodnictwo   poświęcony  jest  wskazaniu  metod  wpływu  na  jakość  i  wydajność  produkcji
ogrodniczej oraz kontroli produktu ogrodniczego.
Czwarty  semestr  poświęcony  jest  pracy  dyplomowej  oraz  przedmiotom  podnoszącym  umiejętności  i  kompetencje
humanistyczno-społeczne.
Oferta kierowana jest do osób, które chcą stać się specjalistami w zakresie nauk ogrodniczych realizowanych w kontekście
celów zrównoważonego rozwoju i Nowego ZIelonego Ładu, zrozumieniu istoty zmian klimatycznych i wyzwań związanych z
ochroną środowiska, zgłębić nowoczesne systemy produkcji ogrodniczej, innowacyjne uprawy i nowe - eksperymentalne
trendy w ogrodnictwie, poszerzyć swoją wiedzę na temat ochrony roślin warzywniczych, sadowniczych, roślin ozdobnych i
terenów  zieleni,  systemów  integrowanej  i  ekologicznej  produkcji  owoców  i  warzyw  oraz  ogrodnictwa  ekologicznego,
miejskiego.
Realizacja  pracy  magisterskiej  pozwala  na  dobór  tematu  pracy  odpowiadającemu  przyszłym  planom  zawodowym
absolwenta. W ramach realizacji pracy dyplomowej student może m.in. zaplanować swoje przyszłe gospodarstwo: winnicę,
sad owocowy, produkcję warzyw czy kwiatów.
W trakcie realizacji programu studiów absolwenci mogą korzystać z wyjazdów zagranicznych na programy Erasmus i dzięki
temu zdobywać wiedzę oraz umiejętności w innych krajach.
Program studiów obejmuje 43% przedmiotów obowiązkowych (54 ECTS) i 57% przedmiotów fakultatywnych (66 ECTS), które
student może dopasować do swoich zainteresowań i planów rozwojowych. Studia realizowane są w ciągu 4 semestrów
(student zdobywa 28 punktów ECTS na pierwszym semestrze 32 punkty na semestrze drugim oraz po 30 punktów ECTS na
trzecim i  czwartym semestrze, łącznie 120 punktów ECTS). 
Przedmioty fakultatywne zaplanowane są m.in. w 3 semestrach w modułach (moduł 1 obejmujący przedmioty kierunkowe w
semestrze  nr  2,  moduł  2  obejmujący  przedmioty  kierunkowe  w  semestrze  nr  3,  moduł  3  obejmujący  przedmioty
humanistyczno-społeczne w semestrze nr 4). W obrębie poszczególnych modułów student wybiera zgodnie z własnymi
zainteresowaniami przedmioty o następującej liczbie punktów ECTS: w pierwszym module (15 ECTS), drugim (15 ECTS) i
trzecim (8 ECTS). 
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Mobilność studentów w ramach programów, np. ERASMUS + jest możliwa na 2 i 3 semestrze. 
Student  osiąga  efekty  uczenia  się  poprzez  zajęcia  poza  modułowe,  dzięki  czemu zakres  informacji  na  przedmiotach
fakultatywnych  jest  pogłębieniem  wiedzy.  Lista  przedmiotów  do  wyboru  ma  charakter  otwarty  i  może  być  modyfikowana
oraz dostosowywana do potrzeb studentów. Lista przedmiotów do wyboru pozwala studentowi zrealizować wybraną dla
siebie ukierunkowaną ścieżkę pogłębiania wiedzy i znajomości wybranych zagadnień. 

Learning objectives

Podstawowym zadaniem kadry akademickiej na kierunku jest kształcenie i wychowanie oparte na najlepszych wzorcach.
Zadanie  to  jest  realizowane w szczególności  przez prowadzenie  przez kadrę badań naukowych,  umiędzynarodowienie
działalności  oraz  budowanie  relacji  ze  środowiskiem społeczno-gospodarczym.  Celem głównym procesu  nauczania  na
studiach drugiego stopnia kierunku Sustainable Horticulture/Zrównoważone ogrodnictwo  jest zapewnienie edukacji tak aby
absolwenci: posiadali wiedzę, umiejętności i kompetencje na najwyższym poziomie oraz byli przygotowani do konkurowania
na współczesnym rynku pracy oraz funkcjonowania w społeczeństwie opartym na wiedzy.
W szczególności dotyczy to ukształtowania kompetencji w zakresie powiązania nauki i praktyki ogrodniczej w kontekście
zmian  klimatycznych  i  środowiskowych,  umiejętności  przewidywania  skutków oraz  prognozowania  i  tworzenia  polityki
rozwoju  ogrodnictwa  w  kolejnych  dziesięcioleciach  zgodnie  z  Celami  Zrównoważonego  Rozwoju  oraz  społecznej
odpowiedzialności  biznesu,  koncepcji,  według  której  przedsiębiorstwa  na  etapie  budowania  strategii  uwzględniają
interesy społeczne i ochronę środowiska, a także relacje z różnymi grupami interesariuszy.

Education concept

Koncepcja kształcenia na studiach II stopnia kierunku Sustainable Horticulture/Zrównoważone ogrodnictwo  (prowadzonych
w języku angielskim) w SGGW w Warszawie powstała z uwzględnieniem przepisów prawa powszechnego, wewnętrznych
regulacji Uczelni oraz rekomendacji zawartych w Standardach i wskazówkach dotyczących zapewnienia jakości kształcenia w
Europejskim Obszarze Szkolnictwa Wyższego (ESG) i jest zgodna ze Strategią Uczelni. W trakcie studiów stacjonarnych II
stopnia,  kierunek  Sustainable  Horticulture,  studenci  zdobywają  wszechstronną  wiedzę  i  umiejętności  z  zakresu  nauk
ogrodniczych, w tym: Cele Zrównoważonoego Rozwoju w kontekście nauk ogrodniczych i wdrożeń ich wyników, technologii
produkcji  ogrodniczej,  ogrodnictwa  zrównoważonego,  kształtowania  krajobrazu  i  ochrony  przyrody  oraz  zagadnień
związanych z realizacją założeń New Green Deal, Sustainable Development, Common Reporting Standard - czynników, w
oparciu o które tworzone są ratingi i  oceny pozafinansowe m.in. przedsiębiorstw z branży ogrodniczej i  innych organizacji,
tzn.:  E  –  Środowisko  (environmental),  S  –  Społeczna  odpowiedzialność  (social  responsibility)  i  G  –  Ład  korporacyjny
(corporate  governance).  Z  tego  względu  w  programie  studiów  uwzględniono  zagadnienia  z  nauk  ekonomicznych,  z
zarządzania i sterowania jakością produkcji.
Studenci studiów stacjonarnych II stopnia kierunku Sustainable Horticulture nabywają niezbędne współcześnie umiejętności
praktyczne związane z  posługiwaniem się  narzędziami  informatycznymi,  językiem obcym w stopniu  pozwalającym na
korzystanie  z  literatury  fachowej  oraz  na  komunikację  na  poziomie  B2+  Europejskiego  Systemu  Opisu  Kształcenia
Językowego. 
Ponadto nabywają umiejętności z zakresu tzw. kompetencji miękkich pracy w zespole oraz kierowania zespołami specjaistów
w zakresie ogrodnictwa oraz zespołami transdyscyplinarnymi.

Description of work placement (if provided for in the study programme)

Progrm studiów nie przewiduje praktyk zawodowych.

Graduate profile

Koncepcja  uczenia  na  kierunku  Sustainable  Horticulture/Zrównoważone  ogrodnictwo   zakłada,  że  absolwent  będzie
przygotowany w stopniu zaawansowanym do realizacji prac badawczych i analitycznych, będzie potrafił wykorzystać zdobyte
umiejętności w dostosowaniu się do rynku pracy. 
Absolwenci Sustainable Horticulture/Zrównoważone ogrodnictwo  uzyskują szerokie przygotowanie zawodowe do realizacji
zadań zarówno z zakresu różnych gałęzi ogrodnictwa, jak i innych działalności około ogrodniczych w kontekście problematyki
zrównoważonego rozwoju oraz dostosowania ogrodnictwa do zmieniających się warunków środowiska i zmian klimatu. 
Dzięki temu, że w programie studiów znaleźć można elementy powiązań ogrodnictwa z ochroną środowiska i terenami
miejskimi absolwenci mogą także pracować w biurach projektowych, zakładach zieleni miejskiej i podobnych. Absolwenci
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Sustainable Horticulture/Zrównoważonego ogrodnictwa  są przygotowani  do prowadzenia własnego przedsiębiorstwa w
branży ogrodniczej: szkółki drzew i krzewów ozdobnych oraz owocowych, plantacji roślin jagodowych, produkcji sadowniczej,
roślin  ozdobnych  i  warzywniczej,  firm  oferujących  usługi  z  zakresu  zieleni  w  przestrzeniach  publicznych  i  prywatnych,
doradztwa  ogrodniczego,  zakładania  ogrodów.
Absolwenci  mają  możliwość  rozwinięcia  kompetencji  w  zakresie  dekoracji  wnętrz,  projektowania  dekoracji  ślubnych  i
kwiaciarni.
Absolwenci będą mogli podjąć pracę w stowarzyszeniach zawodowych, placówkach naukowo-badawczych jako specjalista,
laboratoriach surowcowych i kosmetycznych, szkolnictwie różnych szczebli.
Po ukończeniu studiów i uwzględnieniu wiedzy zdobytej na pierwszym stopniu studiów, absolwent uzyskuje wykształcenie
ogrodnicze i ma prawo ubiegać się (po spełnieniu innych wymogów ustawowych) o nadanie uprawnień zawodowych, takich
jak odpowiedniki polskich:

Uprawnienia  rolnicze  w  myśl  ustawy  o  kształtowaniu  ustroju  rolnego  (Ustawa  z  dnia  11  kwietnia  2003  r.  o1.
kształtowaniu ustroju rolnego, Dz.U. 2003 nr 64 poz. 592 z późn. zm.).
Uprawnienia  inspektora  w  zakresie  systemów  jakości  żywności:  GlobaGAP,  BioSuisse,  integrowanej  produkcji,2.
rolnictwa ekologicznego, produktów regionalnych i tradycyjnych i innych.
Uprawnienia inspektora Inspekcji handlowej Jakości Artykułów Rolno-Spożywczych.3.
Uprawnienia w zakresie stosowania środków ochrony roślin.4.
Uprawienia w zakresie produkcji roślin, wydawania paszportów roślin, kwalifikacji materiału siewnego.5.
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Learning outcomes

Knowledge

Code Content PRK

SH_K2_W01

Graduate knows and understands of the advanced knowledge of botany,
environmental protection, biodiversity and the complexity of the natural world,
relevant to horticultural science, influencing the planning and realisation of
sustainable plant production and will understand the interdependencies arising
from a holistic approach to horticultural production.

P7S_WG

SH_K2_W02

Graduate knows and understands to an in-depth degree trends in the
development of horticultural sciences, taking into account the context of changes
taking place in all spheres, including economic, environmental, social, research
and application trends in technologies used in sustainable horticulture,
theoretical foundations of methods and technologies used in horticulture in
relation to other fields.

P7S_WG

SH_K2_W03
Graduate knows and understands, to a deeper degree, selected technical,
technological and methodical aspects used in sustainable horticultural
production, also in the context of solutions applied in other fields.

P7S_WG

SH_K2_W04

Graduate knows and understands, to an in-depth degree, the theories relating to
phenomena and processes that make it possible to overcome the limitations
imposed by the properties of the materials, methods and technologies used,
relating to sustainable horticultural production and the quality of the horticultural
product.

P7S_WG

SH_K2_W05
Graduate knows and understands, to a deeper degree, the fundamental
dilemmas of modern civilisation: economic, legal and other conditions of various
types of horticultural production activities, including the principles of protection
of industrial property and copyright.

P7S_WK

SH_K2_W06 Graduate knows and understands in depth the principles of establishment and
development of entrepreneurship in horticultural science and practice. P7S_WK

Skills

Code Content PRK

SH_K2_U01

Graduate is able to plan and carry out research work in the broadly understood
horticultural sciences, including reviewing, experimental work, interpreting the
obtained results and drawing conclusions; formulate and solve complex and
unusual problems and perform tasks in an innovative manner under
unpredictable conditions by: appropriately selecting sources and information from
them, evaluating, critically analysing, synthesising and creatively interpreting and
presenting this information; selecting and applying appropriate methods and
tools, including advanced information and communication technology (ICT).

P7S_UW

SH_K2_U02
Graduate is able to refer critically to the current state of knowledge on the
subject undertaken in the research, the functioning of technical solutions applied
in sustainable horticulture and to make an objective evaluation of the solutions
applied, also in relation to the context of environmental changes.

P7S_UW

SH_K2_U03

Graduate is able to solve tasks, design and construct simple devices, objects,
systems or carry out processes, using appropriately selected methods,
techniques, tools and materials applied in the broad field of horticultural
sciences, modify methods and technologies and procedures in scientific or
professional work.

P7S_UW
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Code Content PRK

SH_K2_U04
Graduate is able to formulate and test hypotheses related to simple research
problems within the horticultural sciences and related in terms of the hypotheses
tested.

P7S_UW

SH_K2_U05 Graduate is able to communicate on specialised topics with a variety of
audiences, to debate. P7S_UK

SH_K2_U06
Graduate is able to use a foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages and a higher level of specialised
terminology.

P7S_UK

SH_K2_U07

Graduate is able to manage a research team and collaborate with others in
teamwork in the field of horticultural sciences or a task force in the field of
horticultural works, develop a strategic plan for a team of workers / organisation
in the field of professional activity, perform complex and unusual professional
tasks under variable and unpredictable conditions, manage a team of workers /
organisation performing complex and unusual professional tasks under variable
and unpredictable conditions, analyse and evaluate the conducted professional
activity in the perspective of development trends in the field of professional
activity.

P7S_UO

SH_K2_U08

Graduate is able to plan and carry out his/her own lifelong learning and to guide
others in this respect; to guide the development of the professional competences
of subordinate staff and to transfer professional knowledge in various forms; to
monitor the development of the field of professional activity and related fields as
well as its international conditions and contexts.

P7S_UU

Social competence

Code Content PRK

SH_K2_K01

Graduate is ready to critically evaluate information, perceived content, recognise
the importance of knowledge in solving cognitive and practical problems in
research and professional work in the field of sustainable horticulture, in
particular in the context of environmental problems, the use of natural
environmental resources and the impact of horticultural activities on the
environment.

P7S_KK

SH_K2_K02
Graduate is ready to use the research achievements of horticultural sciences and
the scientific results of related and associated fields in solving cognitive and
practical problems related to sustainable horticulture.

P7S_KK

SH_K2_K03

Graduate is ready to maintain and create proper relations in the professional
environment, to promote a culture of pro-quality in the field of sustainable
horticultural activity and to make decisions in high-risk situations requiring others
to comply with the rules in force in the field of professional activity, concerning
the maintenance of the quality of conducted activity and the culture of
cooperation and competition.

P7S_KO

SH_K2_K04
Graduate is ready to think and act in an entrepreneurial way, taking into account
social obligations, inspiring and organising activities for the benefit of the social
environment.

P7S_KO

SH_K2_K05

Graduate is ready to fulfil professional roles responsibly, taking into account
changing social needs, including: developing the achievements of the profession,
upholding the ethos of the profession, observing and developing the principles of
professional ethics and acting to uphold these principles in the context of
sustainable horticultural activity under conditions of climate and environmental
change and economic and social conditions.

P7S_KR
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Study plan

Semester 1

In  semester  1,  students  complete  library  training  and  a  health  and  safety  course  on  a  platform  available  at
https://szkolenia.sggw.pl

Subject Number of hours ECTS
points

Form of
verification

OHS training OHS training: 4 0 Pass O

Foreign language I Language course: 30 2 Pass with grade G

English language I Language course: 30 2 Pass with grade F

German language I Language course: 30 2 Pass with grade F

Polish language I Language course: 30 2 Pass with grade F

Spanish language I Language course: 30 2 Pass with grade F

Advanced issues in sustainable pomology
Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Exam O

Medicinal and aromatic plants
Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 15

2 Exam O

Advanced issues in sustainable production of vegetables
Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Exam O

Advanced issues in sustainable production of ornamental
plants

Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Exam O

Arboriculture
Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Pass with grade O

Plant functioning under environmental stresses Laboratory
exercises: 30 2 Pass with grade O

Impact of environmental degradation and climate changes
on sustainable horticulture

Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 15

2 Pass with grade O

Aspects of plant pathology in sustainable horticulture
Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Pass with grade O

Pest control in sustainable horticulture
Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Exam O

Intellectual properties Lecture: 15 1 Pass with grade O

Advanced information technologies Lecture: 15 1 Pass with grade O

Sum 424 28
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Semester 2

Subject Number of hours ECTS points Form of
verification

Breeding and sustainable propagation of fruit plants
Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Exam O

Sustainable methods of seed production and propagation
of vegetable and medicinal plants

Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Exam O

Breeding and sustainable propagation of ornamental
plants

Lecture: 15
Laboratory
exercises: 30

3 Exam O

Environmental monitoring and detection of plants pests
Lecture: 10
Laboratory
exercises: 20

2 Exam O

Role of plants diseases detection in sustainable
horticulture production

Lecture: 10
Laboratory
exercises: 20

2 Exam O

Module 1- Facultative subjects Laboratory
exercises: 150 15 Pass with grade G

Student chooses 5 modules

Nutritional properties of fruits from organic production Laboratory
exercises: 30 3 Pass with grade F

Pruning and training of trees and shrubs Laboratory
exercises: 30 3 Pass with grade F

Plant physiology aspects in sustainable production of
herbs and vegetables

Laboratory
exercises: 30 3 Pass with grade F

Wild-growing medicinal, food and cosmetic plants Laboratory
exercises: 30 3 Pass with grade F

Indoor flower arrangements Laboratory
exercises: 30 3 Pass with grade F

Practicum of phytopathological research Laboratory
exercises: 30 3 Pass with grade F

Insect behaviour Laboratory
exercises: 30 3 Pass with grade F

Foreign language II Language course:
30 2 Pass with grade G

English language II Language course:
30 2 Pass with grade F

German language II Language course:
30 2 Pass with grade F

Polish language II Language course:
30 2 Pass with grade F

Spanish language II Language course:
30 2 Pass with grade F
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Subject Number of hours ECTS points Form of
verification

Diploma seminar I Laboratory
exercises: 30 2 Pass with grade G

In the first half of the semester the student learns about the principles of writing a master's thesis, in the second half of
the semester the student chooses the topic of the thesis.

Sum 405 32

Semester 3

Subject Number of hours ECTS
points

Form of
verification

Fruit quality
Lecture: 15
Laboratory exercises:
15

3 Exam O

Postharvert treatment of vegetable and medicinal plants
Lecture: 15
Laboratory exercises:
15

3 Exam O

Evaluation and shaping of ecological structure in landscape
Lecture: 15
Laboratory exercises:
30

3 Exam O

Phytoremediation Laboratory exercises:
30 2 Exam O

Economics, management, marketing in horticulture Lecture: 30 2 Pass with grade O

Diploma seminar II Laboratory exercises:
30 2 Pass with grade G

Continuation from Semester 1

Diploma seminar II Laboratory exercises:
30 2 Pass with grade F

Module 2- Facultative subjects Laboratory exercises:
150 15 Pass with grade G

Student chooses 5 modules

Ecotoxycology Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F

Decision support systems in fruit production and
storage

Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F

Quality evaluation of plant products Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F

Essential oils application in sustainable horticulture Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F

Plants' mysteries under microscope Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F

Ornamental plants in human environment Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F
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Subject Number of hours ECTS
points

Form of
verification

Integrated methods pests management Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F

The microworld of fungi Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F

Plants in human diet Laboratory exercises:
30 3 Pass with grade F

Sum 345 30

Semester 4

Subject Number of hours ECTS
points

Form of
verification

Diploma seminar III Laboratory
exercises: 30 2 Pass with grade G

Continuation from Semester 3

Diploma seminar III Laboratory
exercises: 30 2 Pass with grade F

Diploma thesis Diploma thesis: 0 20 Pass with grade G

Diploma thesis Diploma thesis: 0 20 Pass with grade F

Module 3- Facultative subjects Humanities/social subject
Lecture: 30
Auditorium
exercises: 60

8 Pass with grade G

Student chooses one elective for 4 ECTS and two for 2 ECTS each.

Humanities/social subject: A man in a bussines
Lecture: 15
Auditorium
exercises: 30

4 Pass with grade F

Humanities/social subject: Cultural heritage of the
gardens

Lecture: 15
Auditorium
exercises: 30

4 Pass with grade F

Humanities/social subject: Ethnobotany
Lecture: 15
Auditorium
exercises: 30

4 Pass with grade F

Humanities/social subject: Protection of cultural heritage
in rural areas

Lecture: 15
Auditorium
exercises: 30

4 Pass with grade F

Humanities/social subject: Law and sociological aspects
of landscape and ecological infrastructure protection

Lecture: 15
Auditorium
exercises: 30

4 Pass with grade F

Sum 120 30

O - Obligatory subjects
G - Mandatory group
F - Elective subjects
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Subject name: English language I ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 vocabulary of the specialist language for the field of study. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 describe phenomena, processes and procedures. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U2 conduct correspondence and take notes. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U3 give explanations, give reasons, express opinions or make plans. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 preparing and delivering presentations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K2 conducting interviews and discussions. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K3 communicate correctly in most situations of professional life using
specialised linguistic resources. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Mastering a specialist foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages.
Language learning, effective use of a foreign language in the area of field of study in the four
skills (listening, speaking, writing and reading) in professional and scientific communication.
Vocabulary in the field of language specialised language for the field of study. Language
functions: describing phenomena, processes, procedures, conducting correspondence,
interviews, discussions, taking notes, preparing and delivering presentations. Lexical functions:
development and correct use of specialised linguistic resources. Practising oral and written
communication.

Examination methods: Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: German language I ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 vocabulary of the specialist language for the field of study. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 describe phenomena, processes and procedures. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U2 conduct correspondence and take notes. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U3 give explanations, give reasons, express opinions or make plans. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 preparing and delivering presentations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K2 conducting interviews and discussions. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K3 communicate correctly in most situations of professional life using
specialised linguistic resources. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Mastering a specialist foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages.
Language learning, effective use of a foreign language in the area of field of study in the four
skills (listening, speaking, writing and reading) in professional and scientific communication.
Vocabulary in the field of language specialised language for the field of study. Language
functions: describing phenomena, processes, procedures, conducting correspondence,
interviews, discussions, taking notes, preparing and delivering presentations. Lexical functions:
development and correct use of specialised linguistic resources. Practising oral and written
communication.

Examination methods: Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Polish language I ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 vocabulary of the specialist language for the field of study. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 describe phenomena, processes and procedures. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U2 conduct correspondence and take notes. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U3 give explanations, give reasons, express opinions or make plans. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 preparing and delivering presentations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K2 conducting interviews and discussions. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K3 communicate correctly in most situations of professional life using
specialised linguistic resources. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Mastering a specialist foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages.
Language learning, effective use of a foreign language in the area of field of study in the four
skills (listening, speaking, writing and reading) in professional and scientific communication.
Vocabulary in the field of language specialised language for the field of study. Language
functions: describing phenomena, processes, procedures, conducting correspondence,
interviews, discussions, taking notes, preparing and delivering presentations. Lexical functions:
development and correct use of specialised linguistic resources. Practising oral and written
communication.

Examination methods: Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Spanish language I ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 vocabulary of the specialist language for the field of study. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 describe phenomena, processes and procedures. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U2 conduct correspondence and take notes. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U3 give explanations, give reasons, express opinions or make plans. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 preparing and delivering presentations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K2 conducting interviews and discussions. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K3 communicate correctly in most situations of professional life using
specialised linguistic resources. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Mastering a specialist foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages.
Language learning, effective use of a foreign language in the area of field of study in the four
skills (listening, speaking, writing and reading) in professional and scientific communication.
Vocabulary in the field of language specialised language for the field of study. Language
functions: describing phenomena, processes, procedures, conducting correspondence,
interviews, discussions, taking notes, preparing and delivering presentations. Lexical functions:
development and correct use of specialised linguistic resources. Practising oral and written
communication.

Examination methods: Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Advanced issues in sustainable pomology ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the biological processes and specificity of fruit plants. SH_K2_W01

W2 the principles of different types of fruit production.
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W06

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 apply the principles of nature to modern fruit production technology.
SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03

U2 protect plants as against biotic and abiotic stresses. SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02

U3 present current scientific achievements used in horticultural
production.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05

U4 correctly analyse the results of research.
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 relate to the current state of knowledge of horticulture. SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K04

K2 carry out horticultural production and management independentlly. SH_K2_K02,
SH_K2_K04, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Review of temperate zone orchard species: origin, characteristics, biology (flower biology),
pomological, morphological and commercial characteristics of cultivars, nutritional values of
different fruit species.
Fruit trees and shrubs cultivation structure in Poland and in the world.
Discussion of the specific characteristics of orchard plants as perennial species.
Modern fruit production: possibilities and technologies of cultivation, types of production,
principles of setting up and running orchards and plantations, climatic and soil requirements of
individual orchard species, nutrition of orchard plants.
Biotic and abiotic risks of orchard crops and methods of their protection. Methods of protecting
against frost damage to plants in orchards and plantations.
Modern technologies of fruit harvesting and storage.

Examination methods: Test (written or computer based)
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Subject name: Medicinal and aromatic plants ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1
the diversity of MAPs and herbal raw materials obtained from these
plants and understand the factors influencing their development,
cultivation and quality.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W04

W2 the groups of main biologically active compounds occurring in MAPs
and understand the direction of their application.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02

W3 basic methods of herbal raw materials evaluation and utilization and
understand how to apply these methods.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 identify the most important species of MAPs and raw materials
obtained from these plants.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U05

U2 carry out a preliminary evaluation of the quality of herbal raw
materials.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05

U3
produce seedlings of selected MAPs species, to start their cultivation
and carry out basic treatments during the cultivation, to harvest
herbal raw materials and properly prepare them for the use.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06,
SH_K2_U07,
SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 aware of the need to act in accordance with the principles of ethics in
MAPs production. SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Diversity of medicinal and aromatic plants (MAPs), their origin and application in various
industries. Classification of herbal raw materials. Biologically active compounds of MAPs.
Factors influencing the quality of herbal raw materials. Cultivation of MAPs. Basic methods of
identification and quality evaluation of herbal raw materials.

Examination methods: Written exam, Test (written or computer based), Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Advanced issues in sustainable production of vegetables ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the principles of sustainable vegetable production in the field and
under cover. SH_K2_W01

W2 the processes and factors that affect the yield and quality of plants
and fungi grown in specialty rooms and in the field. SH_K2_W02

W3 the use of facilities, equipment and tools used in the sustainable
cultivation of vegetables and mushrooms. SH_K2_W03

W4 the nutritional values of substances contained in selected species of
plants and fungi grown hydroponically in special enclosures. SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 plan sustainable indoor and field cultivation of plants and fungi. SH_K2_U01

U2
evaluate the suitability of technical solutions and modern
technologies used in sustainable horticultural production in
specialised premises.

SH_K2_U02

U3
use scientific literature and online databases to obtain information on
detailed cultivation methodologies for specific species, innovative
solutions to increase the efficiency of sustainable crops.

SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 be ready for new technological solutions to improve the efficiency of
sustainable cultivation, quality and safety of horticultural production. SH_K2_K01

K2 aware of the responsibility for the quality of food produced and the
state of the environment. SH_K2_K04

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Principles of operation and management of sustainable vegetable crops with hydroponic
system and in the field. Technologies, equipment, lamps, tools used in vertical cultivation.
Principles and methods of preparing media and substrates for growing vegetables and
mushrooms. Methods and ways of care and control of sustainable cultivation under cover and
in the field. Cultivation requirements and nutritional value of selected vegetable species.
Influence of factors and growing conditions on the yield and quality of horticultural production
carried out in the field and indoors.

Examination methods: Written exam, Presentation, Test (written or computer based), Assessment of activity during
classes
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Subject name: Advanced issues in sustainable production of ornamental plants ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1
in-depth knowledge of botany, environmental protection,
understands the complexities of the natural world affecting
ornamental plant production.

SH_K2_W01

W2 bases of integrated and ecological plant production. SH_K2_W02

W3 basic methods of horticultural plant production. SH_K2_W03

W4 phenomena and processes occurring in plants during growth. SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 to choose methods of plant protection used in ecological production. SH_K2_U01

U2 to choose ornamental plants useful in urban greenery, which do not
need pesticides during vegetation. SH_K2_U02

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 recognise the importance of modern methods of integrated
production ornamental plants. SH_K2_K01

K2 solve problems associated with the technology of integrated and
ecological production. SH_K2_K02

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Principles of integrated and pro-ecological cultivation of ornamental plants. Registration of
plant protection products. The modern production of ornamental plants combining traditional
solutions with a more rational and environmentally friendly use of natural resources. Light,
temperature and humidity are essential factors in maintaining plants. Substrates, fertilisers,
plant growth regulators (PGRs) and environmentally friendly biostimulants - an important role
in modernizing ornamental crop production. Biostimulants - an alternative to growth regulators
in ornamental plant production. Water - and energy-saving methods of production of
ornamental plants under covers. Ornamental plant species with low water or thermal
requirements and relatively good resistance to diseases and pests.

Examination methods: Written exam, Presentation, Written compilation of experimental and observational results.
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Subject name: Arboriculture ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the principles of selection of tree and shrub species to suit the
habitat conditions and function.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03

W2 the principles of assessing the condition of trees and evaluating the
risks that trees can cause in the human environment.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04,
SH_K2_W05

W3 the principles of tree and shrub care.
SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 recognise selected tree and shrub species. SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02

U2
assess the condition of the tree and suggest maintenance treatments
and other arboricultural methods to improve the condition of the tree
and to increase the safety of people and property in the field of the
tree.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

U3 how to select methods to secure trees in different functional-spatial
situations.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 perform a visual inspection of the tree and assess its condition.
SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02,
SH_K2_K03, SH_K2_K05

K2 design tree care works.
SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02,
SH_K2_K03, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

The cultivation, management, and study of individual trees, shrubs, vines, and other perennial
woody plants. The science of arboriculture studies how these plants grow and respond to
cultural practices and to their environment. The practice of arboriculture includes cultural
techniques such as selection, planting, training, fertilization, pest and pathogen control,
pruning, shaping, and removal.

Examination methods: Presentation, Project
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Subject name: Plant functioning under environmental stresses ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the sources and types of abiotic stresses.
SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W04

W2 the most important mechanisms of acclimatization and adaptation to
abiotic stresses.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W04

W3 of plant responses to abiotic stresses.
SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can) U1 accurately recognize abiotic stress through symptom analysis.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U08

U2
evaluate the level of stress intensity using cutting-edge research
techniques and effectively apply this knowledge in practical
applications.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1
exhibit readiness to make informed decisions, whether autonomously
or in collaboration, that aim to enhance the quality of plant
production conducted in challenging environments.

SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K03

K2 display enthusiasm for deepening their expertise in cutting-edge
research techniques.

SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K03

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

One of the primary challenges in plant production today is mitigating the detrimental effects of
unfavorable environmental factors. Despite the application of modern agrotechnical
techniques, crops' genetic potential is often underutilized. The negative consequences of
stress and growing anthropogenic pressure can result in insufficient plant defense
mechanisms, which may decrease yield, quality, and commercial value. Nevertheless, plants
have developed mechanisms that enable them to withstand and overcome adverse
environmental conditions. The course will cover the most significant abiotic stresses and
contemporary techniques for minimizing their adverse effects on plants. Students will learn
how to characterize plant responses to unfavorable environmental factors and evaluate the
extent of damage caused by various stresses.

Examination methods: Written credit, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Impact of environmental degradation and climate changes on
sustainable horticulture ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1
the importance of the need to adapt horticultural and agricultural
production to the ecological space determined by the stability of
basic natural and ecological processes as well as the implementation
of the requirements of the environmental protection law.

SH_K2_W01

W2
the importance of appropriate actions in horticultural production for
achieving the goals of climate policy and achieving the goals of
ecological policy at various levels: global, national, local and
horticultural farm.

SH_K2_W02

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1
indicate organizational and legal solutions as well as in the field of
cultivation techniques, the implementation of which is necessary to
achieve environmental and climate goals.

SH_K2_U02

U2
work in a team in solving tasks in the field of implementing
environmental and climate protection objectives in the practice of
horticultural production.

SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 use knowledge to design horticultural activities in such a way as to
take into account the need to protect the environment and climate. SH_K2_K01

K2
aware of the importance of social, professional and ethical
responsibility for climate protection and the shaping and condition of
the natural environment.

SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

The basic problems of environmental protection at the local, regional and global level.
Overview of the main sources of environmental pollution, with particular emphasis on the
impact of horticulture and agriculture on the natural environment. Sellectede issues of
environmental protection as a task of public authorities. Ecological policy and climate policies.
Classification and evaluation criteria. Environmental protection and protection in enterprises
and farms. ISO 14 000, CSR and other environmental management systems. Selected
problems of environmental protection in agricultural production (GHG emission, eutrophication,
soil degradation, landscape simplification, impact on biodiversity). Reasons in relation to
different models of agricultural production. Procedures, legal requirements and technical
solutions. Public participation in environmental protection.In search of sustainable
development. A new approach to development.

Examination methods: Written credit, Report
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Subject name: Aspects of plant pathology in sustainable horticulture ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 biology of main plant pathogens caused losses in sustainable
horticulture productions. SH_K2_W01

W2 diagnosing of the serious plant diseases based on pathogens etiology
and disease symptoms. SH_K2_W03

W3
many different methods of control of the most important plant
diseases and has knowledge about the organization of plant
protection processes.

SH_K2_W04,
SH_K2_W06

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 diagnose plant diseases on the basis of symptoms and etiological
signs.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U03

U2 apply the knowledge of etiology and epidemiology to select
a method of plant disease prevention. SH_K2_U04

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 readiness to identify cases of failure to comply with the proper rules
of plant protection. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K02

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

The aim of the course is to expand the knowledge of phytopathology by introducing the
students to the methods of detecting and identifying the causal agents of infectious plant
diseases. Correct diagnosis allows for the application of appropriate methods of disease
control.

Examination methods: Test (written or computer based)
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Subject name: Pest control in sustainable horticulture ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 in the extended range, methods of plant protection against pests. SH_K2_W03

W2 the impact of various methods of pest control on the environment
and non-target organisms. SH_K2_W02

W3 ways to protect plants from pests that support biodiversity. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 predict the risk of the application of various plant protection methods
against pests.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02

U2 choose methods of pest control in a way that reduces the impact on
the environment and non-target organisms. SH_K2_U03

U3 assess the usefulness of various methods of plant protection against
pests in sustainable plant production. SH_K2_U05

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 plan sustainable plant protection against pests. SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Specificity of pest control in sustainable horticulture; an adaptation of methods of pest control
to sustainable plant production; risk assessment of the application of particular methods of
pest control for environment and biodiversity; the importance of pollinators and natural
enemies for sustainable crop production; good practice for pesticide application in sustainable
pest control. The efficiency of selected pest control methods; biopesticides available for pest
control; beneficial macroorganisms commercially available for pest control; abundance of
natural enemies of pests on plants surrounding crops.

Examination methods: Written exam, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Intellectual properties ECTS: 1

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 concepts and principles concerning the protection of intellectual
property.

SH_K2_W05,
SH_K2_W06

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 independently plan and implement their own lifelong learning in
order to improve their professional competence. SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1
use knowledge of intellectual property protection to shape ethical
and professional professional relationships and entrepreneurial
decisions.

SH_K2_K03,
SH_K2_K04, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Sources of national and international law on the protection of intellectual property. Subject and
object of copyright law. Copyright personal and property rights - national and international
legislation. Plagiarism - types and examples. Permitted personal and public use in national
jurisprudence. Protection of image in the media and the Internet. Intellectual property in an
enterprise. Types and functions of trademarks in business. Protection of a business trade
name. Inventions, utility models, industrial designs and geographical indications- examples.
Intellectual property law in social media.

Examination methods: Written credit
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Subject name: Advanced information technologies ECTS: 1

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the aspects of e-commerce use and project management tools in
gardening. SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 to build an e-commerce solution. SH_K2_U03

U2 to plan and execute a project, using proper IT tool. SH_K2_U03

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 to use IT technology in gardening activities. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

(1) To systematise and enhance the skills of practical application of IT knowledge related to its
use in horticulture and agricultural activities.
(2) To acquire skills in the use of e-commerce techniques,
(3) To acquire skills in the use of Webservice, JSON techniques for the integration of farm data.

Examination methods: Written credit, Project
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Subject name: Breeding and sustainable propagation of fruit plants ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1
up-to-date methods of fruit breeding and propagation and their
importance in developing sustainable production of horticultural
crops

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

W2 biological processes that occur within a plant, especially during its
generative and vegetative propagation, and their potential outcomes

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 propagate fruit plants using efficient and sustainable methods that
are well-fitted to the specific cultivar or species' needs SH_K2_U02

U2
based on cutting-edge knowledge choose professional tools and
facilities as well as plan and supervise the propagation process of
fruit plants and evaluate the outcomes for further improvements of
techniques that were used

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1
carry out sustainable horticultural production with deep knowledge of
its side effects and methods that help to reduce the negative
environmental impact of this activity

SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K02

K2 solve complicated issues based on gathered experience and
knowledge SH_K2_K01

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Definition and specific traits of fruit plants. Advanced issues of fruit plants reproduction. Floral
and fertilisation biology. Sexual reproduction as a source of the variability in progeny
population. Mutation and chimeras – bud sports selection and establishing. Breeding methods
and selection for specific traits: breeding for resistance to pest, disease and abiotic stress.
Step by step description of classical fruit breeding method: selecting parents, pollen collection
and viability assessing, crossing, seed handling, seedling selection, and fruit evaluation.
Review of propagation methods of fruit plants: specific methods for trees, shrubs, and other
types of fruit plants. Advantages and disadvantages of non-sexual (vegetative) propagation of
fruit plants. Physiological background of grafting and chip-budding, rooting, and other methods
of fruit plant propagation. Planning commercial propagation of chosen fruit species.

Examination methods: Written exam, Project
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Subject name: Sustainable methods of seed production and propagation of
vegetable and medicinal plants ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the processes occurring in the seeds. SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W04

W2 the principles of seed production. SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 recognize seeds of horticultural plants. SH_K2_U03

U2 evaluate seed quality.
SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 work in a team. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Principles of propagation and seed production of selected vegetable and medicinal plants
(agronomy, harvesting, storage, methods of improving seed quality). Seed recognition, seed
quality control.

Examination methods: Written exam, Presentation, Test (written or computer based), Assessment of work in the
laboratory
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Subject name: Breeding and sustainable propagation of ornamental plants ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the sources of biodiversity of ornamental plants. SH_K2_W01

W2 the methods applied in ornamental plants breeding. SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03

W3 the specific methods of propagation of woody plants in Polish
nurseries. SH_K2_W03

W4 the conditions suitable for propagation ornamental shrubs and trees. SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 to apply methods of overcoming crossing barriers occurring in
ornamental plant breeding.

SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03

U2 introduce new traits into ornamental plants. SH_K2_U03

U3
to present detailed issues related to the breeding and propagation of
ornamental plants in the form of an oral presentation supported by
multimedia presentation.

SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U4
how to make a cutings, perform a  grafting and create conditions
suitable for seed sowing and to perform different presuming
treatments.

SH_K2_U03

U5 to work creatively in a team. SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 to apply new technological solutions. SH_K2_K02

K2
critically evaluate methods and technologies for the breeding and
propagation of ornamental plants in relation to the current state of
knowledge and environmental risks.

SH_K2_K01

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Current status of ornamental plant breeding. Biodiversity of ornamental plants. Methods used
in ornamental creative plant breeding and maintenance breeding methods. The latest
achievements in obtaining and introducing new sources of variability in ornamentals. Principles
of ornamental plant propagation in vegetative and generative ways. Techniques for making
stem cuttings, grafting of ornamental shrubs and trees and sowing the seeds.

Examination methods: Written exam, Project, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Environmental monitoring and detection of plants pests ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the morphology, anatomy and biology of the most important insect
species. SH_K2_W01

W2 tools and methods of modern entomological identification. SH_K2_W02

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 recognize and identify species of insects. SH_K2_U01

U2 recognize presence of insects based on specific sympthoms. SH_K2_U03

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 develop and share with other people knowledge gained during the
course. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Students will have practical classes where they focus on morphological traits that can help to
name the species. They will be given various insect species from different orders as task to
deal with – from veru general level (orders) to more specific (families and species). Sypthoms
of insect activities will be presented. Beside morphological traits, genetic based (barcoding)
identification will be discussed, and if possible, carried out in practice. The course will be
carried out as lectures, during which various other topics, related to insects identyfication will
be discussed. 

Examination methods: Test (written or computer based), Case
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Subject name: Role of plants diseases detection in sustainable horticulture
production ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the elements of etiology and symptomatology necessary to detect
and identify the causal agents of infectious plant diseases. SH_K2_W01

W2 the application of techniques and tools used in diagnosing plant
diseases. SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 recognise the causal agent of a disease. SH_K2_U03

U2 find the necessary information in the literature, databases and other
available sources. SH_K2_U01

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 correctly identify the causal agents of infectious plant diseases. SH_K2_K02

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Presentation of the basic methods of detecting and identifying viruses and bacteria pathogenic
to plants, as well as macroscopic and microscopic methods of identifying fungi pathogenic to
plants and diagnosing the diseases caused by them. The diverse etiology of diseases requires
the use of different techniques for detecting the pathogens. The student will also learn about
rules of phytopathological diagnosis. 

Examination methods: Test (written or computer based), Report, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Nutritional properties of fruits from organic production ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the presence of nutritional and non-nutritive compounds in fruits. SH_K2_W01

W2 differences in the nutritional and health-promoting properties of
fruits from conventional, sustainable and organic crops. SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1
indicate fruits included in the category of super fruit or functional
food. He knows research methods for the isolation of chemical
compounds.

SH_K2_U02

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 promoting knowledge about the role of fruit in a healthy, balanced
diet and undertaking work in this area. SH_K2_K01

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Bioactive compounds of fruit in health promotion and disease prevention. Metabolism of
bioactive compounds. Comparison of the quality and health-promoting properties of fruits from
organic versus conventional production.

Examination methods: Report
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Subject name: Pruning and training of trees and shrubs ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the physiological basis of the plant response to pruning and the
physiological reasons for pruning a tree or shrub.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W03

W2 the types of pruning of trees and shrubs, the principles of pruning
and the choice of pruning for a specific situation.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W03

W3 the health and safety rules for carrying out this type of work. SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can) U1 choose the right type of pruning for the situation, select the tools and

carry out the pruning of a tree or shrub.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05

U2 design the work of the team and supervise the execution of the tree
surgery work.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 work independently and as part of a tree care team. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Pruning as a factor responsible for health and yield.
Pruning and yield - mutual correlation.
Pruning and healthiness
Every type of pruning is accompanied by a sanitary pruning. In addition to reducing the size of
the crown, screening or rejuvenating, we facilitate the access of spray to the inside of the
crown. By doing so, we make it easier for the crown to dry out through the wind, which inhibits
the growth of pathogens. When caring for the health of the tree, it is important to remember to
carefully protect pruning wounds. This is done with chemicals which prevent pathogens from
penetrating the tree tissue.
Timing and pruning methods for trees and shrubs.
Pruning technique.
Pruning systems.
Protection of fruit trees and shrubs after pruning.

Examination methods: Presentation
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Subject name: Plant physiology aspects in sustainable production of herbs and
vegetables ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the control mechanisms of herbs and vegetables physiology in
suistanable production system.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W04

W2
the influence of external and internal factors in the regulation of
physiological processes in herbs and vegetables suistanable
production.

SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1
plan and carry out an experiment designed to determine the
influence of various factors on the yield and quality of herbs and
vegetables.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U07

U2 disscuss the possibilities of improvement of herbs and vegetables
yield and quality in the suistanable production system.

SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 act in accordance with ethical. SH_K2_K03, SH_K2_K05

K2 cooperate within the group. SH_K2_K03

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

In the subject, students will be provided with the knowledge of herbs and vegetables growth
and development mechanisms, responsible for their productivity both in the field and under
covers. The influence of external and internal factors in the regulation of physiological
processes in the herbs and vegetables sustainable production will be presented. Special
emphasis will be paid on the relationship between photosynthesis, respiration,
photorespiration, mineral nutrition, assimilates distribution patterns and plant's productivity in
the sustainable production system. Students will learn how to regulate and control herbs and
vegetables productivity both on vegetative and generative stage of plants development, under
various environmental conditions. Current problems of the sustainable production of herbs and
vegetables will be presented.

Examination methods: Report, Presentation, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Wild-growing medicinal, food and cosmetic plants ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)
W1

the most important species of wild-growing medicinal, cosmetic and
food plants in Europe, knows where these plants occur and how to
recognize them; the student knows methods of their sustainable
collection and postharvest treatment of herbal raw materials, is
aware of threats concernig these plants and knows the conservation
methods, international conventions (CBD) and organizations dealing
with the protection of natural resources of wild plants; the student
knows how the organization of the purchase of these plants looks like
and how the plants are used.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W06

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1

to recognize the most important wild-growing medicinal, cosmetic
and food plants and raw materials collected from them, is able to
find the plants on natural sites, to collect the herbal raw materials
properly and carry out postharvest treatment of the raw materials;
the student is able to carry out a preliminary evaluation of the
quality of plant raw materials; the student is able to apply methods
of protection of selected wild-growing plants; the student is able to
use the plants to produce simple extracts, cosmetics and food
products.

SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07,
SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1
represent active attitude in the process of learning; the student is
aware of the need to act in accordance with the principles of ethics in
wild-growing plants production.

SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02,
SH_K2_K03, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Characteristics of the most important wild-growing medicinal, food and cosmetic plants in
Europe, their threats and conservation; the occurrence of wild-growing plants in different
habitats; sustainable wild collection of plants; trade of wild-growing plants and usage of raw
materials obtained from these plants.

Examination methods: Test (written or computer based), Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Indoor flower arrangements ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 a proper plants for a given type of decoration and their vase life and
the method of storage.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02

W2 a proper technique to make a flower arrangement. SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 design an indoor flower arrangement according to plant size, shape
and color.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U03

U2
choose right pot plants and propose a form of their presentation in
a given room, according to plants’ environmental requirements as
well as a room style and its destination

SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U07,
SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 to new creative solutions. SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K04

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

The importance of cut flowers and the role of floral arrangements in culture and people's lives.
Types of floral compositions, choice of the right technique for selected plants, use of floral
accessories (foams, wires, ribbons, paper). The role of potted plants in interiors and
possibilities for arrangement. Creative work and the ability to work in a group as a success in
making of large floral arrangements.

Examination methods: Project, Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Practicum of phytopathological research ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the scope of phytopathological research methods necessary to
detect plant pathogens. SH_K2_W03

W2 the advanced tools and techniques used in phytopathological
diagnostics. SH_K2_W02

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 use Internet and library databases in an advanced manner. SH_K2_U01

U2
on their own, critically evaluate the results of their experiments and
prepare a written paper related to the different methods of pathogen
detection and identification.

SH_K2_U03

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 select an appropriate method to detect a plant pathogen. SH_K2_K01

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Theoretical and practical acquaintance of the students with the various methods used in
research with phytopathogens. During  the course, the student will acquire the skills to work
with phytopathogens.

Examination methods: Report
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Subject name: Insect behaviour ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the basic mechanisms and functions of insect behaviour and their
applied significance.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

W2 basics of ethology and behavioural ecology.
SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can) U1 write a report and multimedia presentation referring investigations

on insect behaviour.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U07,
SH_K2_U08

U2 use the professional sources of information in the printed and
electronic form.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U06,
SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 new solutions in plant protection. SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K05

K2 be responsible for the condition of the environment. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Molecular, neuronal and hormonal control of insect behaviour.
 

Examination methods: Report, Presentation
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Subject name: English language II ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 vocabulary of the specialist language for the field of study. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 describe phenomena, processes and procedures. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U2 conduct correspondence and take notes. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U3 give explanations, give reasons, express opinions or make plans. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 preparing and delivering presentations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K2 conducting interviews and discussions. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K3 communicate correctly in most situations of professional life using
specialised linguistic resources. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Mastering a specialist foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages.
Language learning, effective use of a foreign language in the area of field of study in the four
skills (listening, speaking, writing and reading) in professional and scientific communication.
Vocabulary in the field of language specialised language for the field of study. Language
functions: describing phenomena, processes, procedures, conducting correspondence,
interviews, discussions, taking notes, preparing and delivering presentations. Lexical functions:
development and correct use of specialised linguistic resources. Practising oral and written
communication.

Examination methods: Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: German language II ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 vocabulary of the specialist language for the field of study. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 describe phenomena, processes and procedures. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U2 conduct correspondence and take notes. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U3 give explanations, give reasons, express opinions or make plans. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 preparing and delivering presentations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K2 conducting interviews and discussions. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K3 communicate correctly in most situations of professional life using
specialised linguistic resources. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Mastering a specialist foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages.
Language learning, effective use of a foreign language in the area of field of study in the four
skills (listening, speaking, writing and reading) in professional and scientific communication.
Vocabulary in the field of language specialised language for the field of study. Language
functions: describing phenomena, processes, procedures, conducting correspondence,
interviews, discussions, taking notes, preparing and delivering presentations. Lexical functions:
development and correct use of specialised linguistic resources. Practising oral and written
communication.

Examination methods: Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Polish language II ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 vocabulary of the specialist language for the field of study. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 describe phenomena, processes and procedures. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U2 conduct correspondence and take notes. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U3 give explanations, give reasons, express opinions or make plans. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 preparing and delivering presentations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K2 conducting interviews and discussions. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K3 communicate correctly in most situations of professional life using
specialised linguistic resources. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Mastering a specialist foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages.
Language learning, effective use of a foreign language in the area of field of study in the four
skills (listening, speaking, writing and reading) in professional and scientific communication.
Vocabulary in the field of language specialised language for the field of study. Language
functions: describing phenomena, processes, procedures, conducting correspondence,
interviews, discussions, taking notes, preparing and delivering presentations. Lexical functions:
development and correct use of specialised linguistic resources. Practising oral and written
communication.

Examination methods: Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Spanish language II ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 vocabulary of the specialist language for the field of study. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 describe phenomena, processes and procedures. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U2 conduct correspondence and take notes. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

U3 give explanations, give reasons, express opinions or make plans. SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U06

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 preparing and delivering presentations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K2 conducting interviews and discussions. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

K3 communicate correctly in most situations of professional life using
specialised linguistic resources. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Mastering a specialist foreign language at B2+ level of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages.
Language learning, effective use of a foreign language in the area of field of study in the four
skills (listening, speaking, writing and reading) in professional and scientific communication.
Vocabulary in the field of language specialised language for the field of study. Language
functions: describing phenomena, processes, procedures, conducting correspondence,
interviews, discussions, taking notes, preparing and delivering presentations. Lexical functions:
development and correct use of specialised linguistic resources. Practising oral and written
communication.

Examination methods: Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Fruit quality ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 theories to counteract constraints related to the availability of
technologies for the sustainable production of quality fruit.

SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

W2
the impact of development trends in horticultural sciences and
technologies used in sustainable cultivation on the production of
high-quality fruit.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1
assess the quality requirements and plan the process of fruit
production and storage depending on the requirements and direction
of distribution.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03

U2 carry out research work, evaluate and analyze the results and
present this information.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1
critically evaluate information and the use of natural environmental
resources and the impact of gardening activities on the natural
environment.

SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K02

K2 act in an entrepreneurial way with activities for the benefit of the
social environment. SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K04

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Technologies and methods used in sustainable production of fruit, quality determinants of fruit
intended for consumption and processing from traditional cultivation and sustainable orchards,
experimental work with evaluation of fruit quality determinants, interpretation of results and
presentation of conclusion.

Examination methods: Written exam, Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Postharvert treatment of vegetable and medicinal plants ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 plant material stabilisation phenomena and processes. SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W04

W2 the principles of the equipment currently used to stabilise plant
material.

SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 how to choose the right stabilisation method and parameters
depending on the plant material. SH_K2_U02

U2 carry out stabilisation of plant material in order to keep the raw
material fully valuable for further use. SH_K2_U03

U3 prepare and carry out the experiment and interpret the results
obtained. SH_K2_U01

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 carry out the stabilisation of plant material in order to obtain a high-
quality product. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K02

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Modern physical, chemical and biological methods for plant material stabilisation, which will
result in a raw material with the right content of value-determining compounds, ready for
storage and further processing. Packaging selection, storage and shelf life control of ready-to-
use raw materials. Contemporary methods to achieve repeatability in the production process.

Examination methods: Written exam, Test (written or computer based), Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Evaluation and shaping of ecological structure in landscape ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 types of ecological infrastructure and most valuable natural plant
habitats. SH_K2_W02

W2 flora and fauna of countryside and understands mutual relationships
occurring between the world of plants, animals and farmers. SH_K2_W01

W3 increase of knowledge about elements of ecological structure. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1
do  evaluation of ecological structure in landscape (big scale) and the
current state of ecological infrastructure of farms (local scale)
together with their immediate surroundings.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U07

U2 optimize the ecological infrastructure of farms and their immediate
surroundings.

SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 The student has increased sensitivity to the problems associated
with biodiversity. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Term of landscape evaluation, ecosystem, elements of landscape, types of plant communities,
role of ecological structure in rural areas, climate changes, green infrastructure, evaluation as
a proper method usefulness for management of ecological structure in rural areas. Analysis of
ecological structure of seleted rural commune and formulated directions for keeping
biodiversity and shaping the studies area. The most important types of ecological
infrastructure (hedges, conservation headlands, wildflower strips and rotational fallows), the
methods of their establishment and improvement. Pollinators, especially wild species (solitary
bees and bumblebees), their habitat and food (honey and pollen plants) preferences, biology of
development.

Examination methods: Written exam, Project
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Subject name: Phytoremediation ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1
knowledge and comprehension of the physiological and
environmental foundations that serve as the basis for
phytoremediation.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W04

W2 knowledge and comprehension of the primary pollutants found in
soil, water, and air. SH_K2_W02

W3 knowledge and comprehension of the benefits and drawbacks of
utilizing plants for phytoremediation purposes.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 utilize horticultural plants for phytoremediation purposes.
SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U04

U2 capable of customizing the most effective phytoremediation
technique for a contaminated site.

SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 display a willingness to exhibit responsibility in evaluating
environmental risks while considering the overall social welfare. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K03

K2 demonstrate a willingness to enhance their expertise and explore
novel technological advancements. SH_K2_K03, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Urbanization, industrialization, and transportation contribute to the pollution of soil, air, and
water, with trace elements and organic compounds being major sources of environmental
contamination. Despite this, a large number of potentially contaminated sites around the world
remain unremediated, with only a fraction having been addressed, as seen in the 2011-2012
data from 33 EU countries. Conventional remediation methods, which involve removing or
containing pollutants, often carry high costs and environmental risks due to soil excavation
and the application of chemicals or high-pressure water or air.In response to these drawbacks,
researchers have been developing more environmentally-friendly and cost-effective
remediation methods. Phytoremediation, a section of environmental biotechnology that utilizes
plants (as well as bacteria and fungi as partners) to remove, contain, or neutralize harmful
environmental substances, has been shown to have a high efficiency in cleaning up
contaminated sites in Europe, the USA, and other countries.

Examination methods: Written exam, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Economics, management, marketing in horticulture ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 in-depth trends related to issues of economics and management in
the horticultural sector. SH_K2_W02

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1
critically address the current state of knowledge in economics and
management in relation to aspects of the horticultural industry, also
in relation to the context of environmental change.

SH_K2_U02

U2 communicate using elements of economic knowledge apply
management principles to the organisation of work.

SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07,
SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 think critically and analytically and act entrepreneurially. SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K04

K2 cooperate and collaborate in business, respecting professional and
ethical standards. SH_K2_K03, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Issues in micro and macro economics, finance and banking pertaining to the operation of sub-
entities in the horticultural sector and issues in business management, including managerial
functions and marketing pertaining to such sub-entities.

Examination methods: Written credit, Assessment of speeches during classes
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Subject name: Diploma seminar II ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the specifics undertaken in the thesis, which research methods to
choose and which sources to use.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can) U1 conduct research and analyse source materials in accordance with

the accepted work plan.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 work independently under the supervision of the thesis supervisor.
SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02,
SH_K2_K03,
SH_K2_K04, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

A student starting this subject should have the basic knowledge, skills and competences
acquired in earlier years of study, enabling him/her to carry out an individual or team work.

Examination methods: Presentation
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Subject name: Ecotoxycology ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the negative effects of environmental pollution on plants and human
health.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W03

W2 environmental pollutants most commonly found in urban areas,
knows what their sources and fate in the environment are. SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 how to plan and conduct phytotoxicity tests on environmental
samples and interpret the results obtained. SH_K2_U01

U2 how to, basing on the reaction of plant bioindicators, assess the
toxicity of environmental samples.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02

U3 how to correctly assess the degree of environmental pollution based
on the samples taken for analysis.

SH_K2_U07,
SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 set priorities for action and implementing them responsibly. SH_K2_K04

K2 social, professional and ethical responsibility for the state of the
environment. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Characteristics of selected environmental pollutants (gaseous pollutants, PCBs, PCDD/Fs, PAHs,
metals), their sources and fate and effects in the environment and in organisms: uptake,
bioaccumulation, biomagnification, biodegradation, toxic effects. Standard toxicity tests (with
special emphasis on plants as bioindicators) and their application in practice: assessment of air
pollution using the lichen scale, toxicity assessment of environmental samples (water, soils)
using the Phytotoxkit test and Root Tip Assays root growth cone tests.
 

Examination methods: Project, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Decision support systems in fruit production and storage ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the definitions of DSS and fruit smart farming. SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 to list the advanced technologies (sensors, artificial intelligence,
programming, etc.) used in the creation of DSS.

SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U05

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 to work with modern technologies, is able to propagate knowledge
about DSS and use it in professional work. SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Identifying barriers to sustainable and organic apple production. Definition of models and
decision support systems. Models and DSSs to optimize nutrient management, irrigation, apple
thinning, crop protection. A hybrid expert system for the diagnosis of post-harvest diseases of
apple.

Examination methods: Report
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Subject name: Quality evaluation of plant products ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 methods of quality evaluation of plant products SH_K2_W04

W2 physicochemical traits of some phytochemicals, useful for their
determination in plant products

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 detect/determine some biologically active compounds in plant
products SH_K2_U01

U2
use the scientific literature for choosing proper methods of quality
evaluation of plant products, finding data useful for interpretation of
the results of analyses

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 understand the importance of quality evaluation of plant products for
the safety and health of the consumer SH_K2_K01

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Quality parameters of vegetables and seasonings. Factors affecting the quality of plant
products.  Microscopic evaluation of powdered plant raw materials. Characteristics of chosen
groups of biologically active plant constituents and methods of their determination. Checking
the presence or determination of some biologically active compounds in plant products.
Characteristics of the methods of sensory evaluation of plant products.

Examination methods: Report, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Essential oils application in sustainable horticulture ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1
characteristics of essential oils, their origin, chemical variability,
biological activity, economic importance and applications in
suistanable production of horticultural plants.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W04

W2 advanced methods of essential oils analysis. SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 identify and characterize selected essential oils, their chemical
composition and application. SH_K2_U02

U2 present factors affecting essential oils content and composition in
plant raw materials.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02

U3 apply methods of essential oil analysis. SH_K2_U01

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 work creatively in the group. SH_K2_K04, SH_K2_K05

K2 act in accordance with ethical principles. SH_K2_K04, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

In the subject, a comprehensive characteristic of plant essential oils as biopesticides will be
given. Students will be provided with the knowledge of essential oil-bearing plants and raw
materials, chemical variability of essential oils, factors affecting essential oils accumulation
and composition in raw materials, physiological functions of essential oils and their location in
plant's tissues. Special attention will be paid on the biological properties of essential oils,
especially mode of antibacterial and antifungal actions. The information on essential oils
extraction methods, followed by the advanced instrumental techniques of qualitative and
quantitative analysis will be provided.

Examination methods: Report, Presentation, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Plants' mysteries under microscope ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 how to use bright field, fluorescence and confocal microscopy. SH_K2_W01

W2 which fixative to use to each living material. SH_K2_W01

W3 what kind of stains may be used to observe particular tissues and
cells. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 how to choose proper microscope to observations. SH_K2_U01

U2 to choose a proper method of fixing and staining laboratory material.
SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 discuss about obtained results of microscopic observations. SH_K2_K01, SH_K2_K02

K2 cooperate in a group. SH_K2_K03

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Students will be familiar with the basis of microscopy use in biological sciences. They will meet
basic and most useful techniques of fixing, staining and observing plant material tissues and
cells.

Examination methods: Project
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Subject name: Ornamental plants in human environment ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1
in-depth knowledge of botany, environmental protection, biodiversity
and the complexity of the natural world, relevant to ornamental
plants, influencing the human environment and lifestyle.

SH_K2_W01

W2
trends in the development of horticultural sciences, taking into
account the context of changes taking place in all spheres, including
economic, environmental, social, research and application trends of
ornamental plants in relation to human health and quality of life.

SH_K2_W02

W3 to a deeper degree, the fundamental problems connected with the
ornamental plant application. SH_K2_W03

W4
in depth the principles of establishment and development of
entrepreneurship in horticultural science and practice in relations to
the ornamental plants.

SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can) U1

solve tasks, design and construct simple devices, objects, systems or
carry out processes, using appropriately selected methods,
techniques, tools and materials applied in the broad field of
ornamental plants use in relations to their function in human
environment.

SH_K2_U03

U2 formulate and test related to the use of ornamental plants in indoor,
urban and private greenery to improve the quality of life. SH_K2_U04

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 promote the use of the ornamental plants and horticulture practice
to improve people's health and quality of life. SH_K2_K04

K2

solve the pro is prepared to use the research achievements of
horticultural sciences and the scientific results of related and
associated fields in solving cognitive and practical problems related
to ornamental plant application to improve people's health and
quality of life.

SH_K2_K02

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

The importance of ornamental horticulture as a new lifestyle, in terms of the economic,
environmental and social benefits of contact with ornamental plants. Beneficial effects of
potted plants on the environment and the use of plants for interior decoration. Functions and
forms of applications of ornamental plants in urban greenery, including modern forms. Plant
material for urban planting and community gardens. Elements of knowledge in socio-
horticulture and horticulture. Selected examples of urban greenery.

Examination methods: Presentation, Description of a selected park or indor area
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Subject name: Integrated methods pests management ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the assumptions of the integrated method of plant protection.
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04,
SH_K2_W05

W2
the biology of the most important pests of agricultural plants and
their natural enemies and understand the interactions between these
organisms.

SH_K2_W01

W3 methods of pests control in agricultural crops and understand the
need for their combined application.

SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 carry out pests monitoring, recognize pests and beneficial organisms
found in horticulture crops.

SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03

U2 choose the methods of protection depending on the structure of
harmful organisms.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U03

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 design protection of agricultural crops in an integrated system.
SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02,
SH_K2_K03,
SH_K2_K04, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Pest management relying on a combination of effective and environmentally friendly practices;
forecasting and monitoring in pests management; control treatment planning based on the
principles of integrated production of horticultural plants. 

Examination methods: Project
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Subject name: The microworld of fungi ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 biology and fungi. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 explain the importance of fungi. SH_K2_U02

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 put knowledge of fungi into practice in different areas of the
economy. SH_K2_K01

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Fungal anatomy, sex and parasexual processes  in fungi, fungal secondary metabolites,
hiperparasitism among fungi, microfungi of various plant environments, plant & fungi
associations and interactions, fungi as bioreactors significance of fungi in biotechnology. 

Examination methods: Report
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Subject name: Plants in human diet ECTS: 3

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 health-promoting properties of plant products and their active
substances. SH_K2_W01

W2 mechanisms of action of plant antioxidants and their potential role in
reducing the risk of lifestyle diseases. SH_K2_W01

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1
critically analyse source texts concerning health-promoting
properties of plant substances and products, and prepare
a presentation on this subject.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02

U2 determine some nutritive and non-nutritive plant substances. SH_K2_U01

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 understand the responsibility of plant and food producers for the
quality and safety of plant products for the consumer. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Plant products as sources of nutritive components of diet. Dietary value of plant oils. Risk
factors and prevention of some lifestyle diseases, including dietary recommendations. Nutritive
and non-nutritive plant substances with antioxidant activity: chemical structure, mechanism of
action, importance in reducing the risk of lifestyle diseases, main plant sources of these
compounds in the diet. Potential risk related to the consumption of plant products.
Students’ presentations concerning chosen health-promoting plants or groups of plant
products, with special regard to the presence of nutritive and non-nutritive substances, their
role in the reduction of the risk of lifestyle diseases, and forms of consumption. Comparison of
the content of selected nutritive and non-nutritive substances in chosen plant products.

Examination methods: Presentation, Test (written or computer based), Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Diploma seminar III ECTS: 2

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the principles of creating a research paper.
SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 how to plan research work in the field of collection and analysis of
literature source materials, research work.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

U2 to formulate research questions, hypotheses, carry out activities
related to their proving, and develop the obtained results.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

U3 to prepare a diploma thesis in a coherent manner, with a logical
division of content.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05

U4 to refer to source materials in accordance with the rules and
regulations of law. SH_K2_U07

U5 how to prepare a presentation of the results.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 present the obtained results and to confront other researchers and
specialists. SH_K2_K03, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Monitor the stages of the master's thesis on the basis of presentations prepared by individual
students. To develop the ability to use the knowledge acquired throughout the studies, to use
different sources of information, to analyse them and to use them critically and creatively.
Implementing the search for and use of scientific literature.
 

Examination methods: Presentation
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Subject name: Diploma thesis ECTS: 20

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the principles of preparing a diploma thesis.
SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

W2
the rules of work in the facilities of the Faculty (laboratories,
workshops, greenhouse, experimental field) in which he/she
performs the diploma thesis.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W03,
SH_K2_W04

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can) U1 use the apparatus, equipment and programs necessary to complete

the diploma thesis.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05

U2 use professional and scientific literature in order to solve problems
related to the implementation of the diploma thesis.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03,
SH_K2_U04,
SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 undertake scientific work, choose a research workshop and self-
improvement.

SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K02, SH_K2_K03

K2 work in a scientific team. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Implementation of research planned as part of the diploma thesis. Developing the student's
ability to use knowledge in the field of biological and economic foundations of horticulture, the
ability to use research infrastructure, apply analytical methods, use scientific literature.
Elaboration of the obtained results. Confrontation of the obtained results with data from the
literature.

Examination methods: Written credit, Assessment of work in the laboratory
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Subject name: Humanities/social subject: A man in a bussines ECTS: 4

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 a basic knowledge of the economic, social and cultural conditions of
people's functioning in the economic environment.

SH_K2_W05,
SH_K2_W06

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 analyse and evaluate conditions and solutions related to social and
economic aspects of human functioning. SH_K2_U07

U2 plan continuous education and professional or scientific training and
to guide others in this area. SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 proper interpersonal communication. SH_K2_K03

K2 knowledge of interpersonal skills and methods of their development. SH_K2_K04

K3 aware of social, professional and ethical business. SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Issues related to the social, psychological and managerial conditions associated with human
functioning in business including topics related to interpersonal skills, communication, stress,
motivation, self-development.

Examination methods: Written credit, Report, Presentation
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Subject name: Humanities/social subject: Cultural heritage of the gardens ECTS: 4

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the importance and role of historic gardening due to the importance
of the cultural landscape.

SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W05

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 analyse a park facility in terms of the compatibility of the materials
and plants used with the historical era and style.

SH_K2_U01,
SH_K2_U02,
SH_K2_U03

U2
cooperate with specialists from other fields and disciplines in
collaborating on the revaluation of historical park and garden
objects.

SH_K2_U05,
SH_K2_U07

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 work as part of a multidisciplinary team in the revaluation of historic
parks and gardens.

SH_K2_K01,
SH_K2_K03, SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

During lectures and exercises, the student is introduced to the social impact of horticulture in
terms of historical horticulture, history of garden art, and horticultural traditions. To familiarise
the student with the analysis of historical materials and sources, the workshop of revaluation
of historical gardens.
An overview of the most historically important European gardens and parks.
A visit to selected parks and historical gardens of Warsaw.

Examination methods: Written credit, Oral credit, Presentation
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Subject name: Humanities/social subject: Ethnobotany ECTS: 4

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 the role and importance of plants in the tradition, household, culture
and art, both in the past and nowadays.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02

W2 the species used in the past and current culture, including culinary,
medicinal and ritual species.

SH_K2_W01,
SH_K2_W02

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 to decribe the role of plants in human life, their symbolism and
usage. SH_K2_U01

U2 to recognize selected edible, medicinal and ritual plants wild-growing
in Central Europe. SH_K2_U02

U3 to prepare plant-based products traditionally applied in the
household. SH_K2_U01

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1 to cooperate within the group. SH_K2_K03

K2 to respect the human-nature relations. SH_K2_K03

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

In the subject, students will be provided the general knowledge on the meaning of plants in
human life, in the past and nowadays. The symbolism and usage of plants in the historical
perspective will be presented. Students will be introduced into topics concerning the role and
importance of plants in the traditional household, medicine, folklore, culture and art. The
information on wild-growing plants, both edible, medicinal, as well as provided natural
pigments and fibre will be given. The problems of current ethnobotany will be presented.

Examination methods: Test (written or computer based), Presentation, Assessment of activity during classes
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Subject name: Humanities/social subject: Protection of cultural heritage in rural
areas ECTS: 4

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 attributes of cultural heritage in rural areas and its role in sustainable
development. SH_K2_W05

W2 the use of cultural values for needs of tourism and diversification of
economic activity in rural areas. SH_K2_W05

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1 recognize main elements of cultural heritage in rural areas and use
them for needs of tourism and other economic activity. SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1
entrepreneurial thinking and acting, using cultural values as an
additional support in sustainable and socially important economic
activity.

SH_K2_K04

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Cultural heritage in rural areas - definition, legal tools of protection, classification and
regionalization -  subject's learning outcomes: W1, U1
Old folk architecture, traditions, regional products - as the factors of tourism development and
possibility of diversification of economic activity in rural areas, stimulating sustainable
development - W1, W2, K1
Project: Specific features of cultural heritage in selected rural areas and possibilities of their
use for sustainable tourism (presentation) - W2, U1, K1

Examination methods: Test (written or computer based), Presentation
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Subject name: Humanities/social subject: Law and sociological aspects of landscape
and ecological infrastructure protection ECTS: 4

Effects: The content of the effect assigned to the subject: Directional effect
reference:

Knowledge:
(In terms of

knowledge, the
graduate knows

and understands)

W1 legal tools for landscape protection, with special emphasis on natural
values, at national, EU and international level.

SH_K2_W02,
SH_K2_W05

W2
important role of protected areas in sutainable development of
regions and improvement of social conditions, including social
cohesion and identity of the place.

SH_K2_W05

Skills:
(In terms of skills,
the graduate can)

U1
benefit opportunities resulting from the occurrence and management
in protected areas and make adjustment of activity to the protection
requirements.

SH_K2_U08

Social
competences:

(Within the scope
of competence, the

graduate is ready
to)

K1
cooperate with others in promotion of environmental values and
adjustment of economic activity to natural potential leading to
sustainable developent.

SH_K2_K05

Course content ensuring
the achievement of
learning outcomes:

Study content and subject's learning outcoms:

Review of legal tools for landscape and its ecological structure protection at national, EU and
international level, including usefulness of these tools for different types and rank of values
occurring in an area - W1
Possibilities and limits for econmic activity conducted in different types of protected areas,
including benefits resulting from localization in protected area - W2, U1, K1
Project: Analysis of documents of sustainable development strategies for rural communes,
including the role of protected areas. Sudents work in teams. Presentations, discussion - U1, K1

Examination methods: Test (written or computer based), Project
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Programme indicators

2023/24/S_D/2/OGR/SH/all

Name Value

Potwierdzenie – na podstawie planu studiów, że student realizuje zajęcia
z dziedziny nauk humanistycznych i/lub społecznych, którym przypisano
nie mniej niż 5 punktów ECTS

8

Potwierdzenie – na podstawie planu studiów, że student ma możliwość
wyboru zajęć, którym łącznie przypisano liczbę punktów ECTS nie niższą
niż 30% ECTS określonych dla programu tych studiów

68/120 (56.67%)

Potwierdzenie, że program studiów o profilu ogólnoakademickim
obejmuje zajęcia związane z prowadzoną w uczelni działalnością
naukową, w wymiarze większym niż 50% liczby punktów ECTS,
określonej dla programu tych studiów

116/120 (96.67%)

Potwierdzenie, że liczba punktów ECTS uzyskanych w programie studiów
poprzez realizację zajęć z wykorzystaniem metod i technik kształcenia
na odległość jest nie wyższa niż 75% ogólnej liczby punktów ECTS w
programie studiów o profilu ogólnoakademickim

0/120 (0%)

Liczba godzin w programie 1294


